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How would you respond if a doctor today told you to use colored light to cure a disease? 
This was how Indian physician and inventor of Spectro-Chrome therapy, Dinshah P. Gha-
diali, helped heal his patients.  

 He claimed that his Spectro-Chrome ma-
chine could cure all ailments without the use of 
surgery or medication. Ghadiali came up with the 
idea after curing a girl of colitis by shining a kero-
sene lamp at her that was fitted with am indigo-
colored filter. He also gave the girl milk that was 
in an indigo-colored bottle that had been exposed 
to light. After this, Ghadiali opened the Electro-
Medical Hall in Surat, India. He came to America 
in 1911, with a theory. He believed that each ele-
ment exhibits a preponderance of one of the seven 
prismatic colors. For example, oxygen, hydrogen, 
nitrogen, and carbon are associated with the col-
ors blue, red, green, and yellow. Ghadiali claimed 
that in a healthy person, these colors were all bal-
anced.  

  
 However, if the colors fall out of balance, the person will get sick. The person should 
either increase in colors they were lacking to reduce colors that were too strong. To in-
crease colors one was lacking the Spectro-Chrome machine could be used. This machine 
was a small aluminum box that enclosed a 1,000-watt bulb and five multi-colored win-
dows. These colored windows could be used together to create up to 12 different colors. The 
person was then supposed to have light shine through the colored window onto the afflict-
ed area. Different colors dealt with different illnesses and problems, such as using purple 
light to cure malaria or red light as a liver-energizer.  
 
 Ghadiali ran into some problems, being called a fraud by the American Medical Asso-
ciation. In 1931, he also was indicted on larceny charges after people came forward claim-
ing his device did not work. There was not enough proof to find him guilty, but after the 
passage of the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act of 1938 the government could begin to ac-
quire more evidence against Ghadiali. In 1945 he was arrested for introducing a misbrand-
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ed product into interstate commerce. He was given five years probation and continued to 
sell his products in New Jersey after the five years.  
 
 After his death in 1966, Ghadiali’s sons took over the business and created the 
Dinshah Health Society in Magalda, New Jersey. Believe it or not, they are still in business 
today, selling light-therapy books and instructions for building a Spectro-Chrome machine 
from easily found materials. The legacy of Dinshah P. Ghadiali and his Spectro-Chrome 
machine lives on well into the 21st Century.  


